
Microsoft Outlook & Teams

Two applications working hand-in-hand to keep you connected.
Microsoft Outlook and Teams helps your organization stay connected from any location and from nearly any 
device. With desktop, mobile, and browser-based applications included, you won’t miss a thing. Unless you 
want to. With quiet hours and out-of-office settings, you can disconnect when you’re away. Get the best of 
what keeps you connected, on your own terms. And when you license through Tigunia, you get support from 
Tigunia. That means 100% US-based support services without the wait times you’d get with Microsoft.

      Share video, your screen, live reactions, and meeting invites
          with ease with Teams.
      Enterprise-level security and email filtering enabled by
          default in Microsoft 365 Business Premium.
      Chat, call, and host meetings with up to 300 users internal
          and external users.
      Easily book and manage appointments without outside users
          and customers with Microsoft Bookings.
      Collaborate on Microsoft Office applications directly inside
          of Teams.
      Get native cloud-based, paperless organization and file
          sharing.
      Receive alerts from other applications directly in Teams and
          Outlook.
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Real-time scheduling
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Integrated security
solutions

Integrated and Seamless Communication Tools

Microsoft is known for creating collaboration tools and empowering teamwork. The flagship communication 
applications include Outlook and Teams. Microsoft Outlook allows users to connect, organize, and get things 
done with comprehensive email, calendar, tasking, and scheduling features in one place. Get organized by 
simplifying your scheduling needs and stay on-track with ongoing projects by using integrated Microsoft To-Do 
lists. Even better, you have access to intelligent features that can make life easier by locating messages, people, 
and files with Outlook search.

Outlook seemlessly integrates with Microsoft Teams. Schedule a Team video meeting directly in Outlook, and 
receive relevant reminders and meeting alerts in both applications. Your availability status is reflected in both 
Teams and Outlook, and your calendar can be updated from either place. This keeps your organized and on-
track with all of your projects. And with end-to-end encryption options for chats, emails, and video meetings, 
you can feel secure knowing that your most private information is kept secure.

Bringing together business-critical solutions

      Choose from hundreds of different applications to integrate
          and manage directly from Teams.
      Integrate with a variety of single sign-on solutions.
      Collaborate on a single white board with other team
          members to notate your best ideas.
      Record and live transcribe any meeting to make sure that you
          don’t miss anything.
      Access breakout rooms to maximize your collaboration
          without any hassle.
      Built-in security and privacy tools that automatically update.
      Incorporate dozens of Certified for Microsoft Teams devices
          such as headphones, speakerphones, HD web cams, and
          more.
      Get professional support directly from Tigunia.
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